SOCIOLOGY, B.S. (LIBERAL ARTS)

**Begin Campus:** Any Penn State Campus

**End Campus:** University Park

### Career Paths

Sociology offers you a background in research, data analysis, statistics, and sociological concepts. You can explore positions in social work, corrections, business, health services and government services. Additionally, you'll be well prepared to further your education in graduate school.

### Careers

The Sociology degree prepares you for graduate school in sociology or a variety of careers in social science-oriented jobs.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT POTENTIAL CAREER OPTIONS FOR GRADUATES OF THE SOCIOLOGY PROGRAM (http://sociology.la.psu.edu/undergraduate/career-and-professional-development/)

### Opportunities for Graduate Studies

Ranked among the top sociology programs in the nation, the Penn State Graduate Program in Sociology offers students the flexibility to study a wide range of topics, reflecting both the size and intellectual breadth of the faculty. Our department provides strong training in the areas of Demography, Families, Relationships and Interpersonal Networks, Quantitative Research Methods, Social Inequality, Urban and Community Studies, Health, Immigration and Incorporation.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDIES (http://sociology.la.psu.edu/graduate/)

### Professional Resources

- American Sociological Association (http://www.asanet.org/)
- The International Sociology Honor Society (http://alphakappadelta.org/)